LIE ALGEBRAS OF CHARACTERISTIC2Q
BY

RONALD C. HAMELINK

1. Introduction. This paper presents a structure theorem for certain simple,
restricted Lie algebras of characteristic 2. The work here extends Kaplansky's
work on rank 2 simple, restricted Lie algebras of characteristic 2 to arbitrary
ranks. See [6].
The work in this paper differs from that of Brown in that the roots and root
spaces are given their usual definitions here. Their somewhat different than usual
properties are then deduced by using the theory of quadratic forms and a different
form of the root diagrams. Brown retains most of the common properties of root
spaces and root diagrams by altering the definitions of root spaces and roots.
See[l].
2. Basic definitions and axioms. A Lie algebra over a field is a vector space over
the field possessing a bilinear product which is antisymmetric and satisfies the
Jacobi identity. All Lie algebras considered here will be finite dimensional over
algebraically closed fields of characteristic 2.
Subalgebras and ideals have their usual definitions. The normalizer of a subalgebra is the maximal subalgebra in which the given subalgebra is an ideal. A
subalgebra A is nilpotent if the sequence A, A2, A3,... terminates in 0 where
An + 1= AnA. A subalgebra

is a Cartan subalgebra

if it is nilpotent and equals its

own normalizer. The condition that the field be algebraically closed implies the
existence of a Cartan subalgebra. See [4]. The rank of a Lie algebra is the minimal
dimension of a Cartan subalgebra.
Let 77 be a Cartan subalgebra of Lie algebra L, if a e 77* (the dual space of 77)
we let La = {xeL : x(Rh —a(h)I)k = 0 for all he77 and some k], where xRh = xh.
If Fa^{0}, then La is called a root space of F and a is called a root. The root spaces
of F give a vector space decomposition of F of the following form
L = L0@La®Lß@---®Le.

This decomposition

has the property

that LaLß^La +ß where La+ß = {0} if a+ß

is not a root. Because 77 is a Cartan subalgebra we have F0 = 77. When the Lie
algebra F is of characteristic p ^ 0, then Rx is a derivation and we say F is restricted
if there exists y e L so that F*=Ry, and we denote this y by x[pl. If F is simple y is
uniquely determined by x.
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A Cartan subalgebra His diagonalizable if there is a basis ux,.. .,un of H so that
u\pl= u¡ for i= 1,..., «. An invariant form / on L is a symmetric, bilinear form
with the added property that f(xy, z)=f(x, yz) for all x, y and z in L.
The Lie algebras, L, which will be classified in this paper must satisfy the

following hypotheses :
(i) F is a simple, restricted Lie algebra over an algebraically closed field of
characteristic 2.
(ii) L has an abelian diagonal Cartan subalgebra H.
(iii) L has a nonsingular invariant form/
(iv) Let a be a root of H, and ha the unique element in 77 such that a(A) =/(A, ha)
for all heH. If La and Le are 2 root spaces, a^/S, such that FaLA^{0} then

/(Aa,Ai)=l.
(v) If La, Lg, Ly, and L6 are distinct root spaces, no one containing the product

of two others, such that LaLBï{0}, LaLy^{0},LaL6ï{0}, LBL^{0} and LßLör±{0}
thenLyL6¿{0}.
Unless specifically stated otherwise, when we use the term Lie algebra the
hypotheses above are implied.
3. Structure theory.

Our main result is the following :

Structure
theorem. Let L be a Lie algebra satisfying the general hypotheses
o/§2. FAe dimension r of the Cartan subalgebra is unique, r is even, and for r=2
exactly 3 nonisomorphic simple Lie algebras exist; for r = 2n, n> 1, 4 nonisomorphic
simple Lie algebras exist.
A matrix representation of these algebras will be displayed in §4.
The following general results will be used, but the proofs will not be given.

See [4].
Lemma 1. Let f be a nonsingular, invariant form on L. Let H be a Cartan subalgebra
ofL and let La, <*^0, be a root space relative to H. Then fis nonsingular on H and
L-a is the dual space of La relative to f.
Notice that in characteristic 2, La=L_a, which implies that/is nonsingular on
La. Also the nonsingularity of / on H gives the existence of hae H such that
/(A,Aa) = a(A)forallAG/7.

Lemma 2. If f is a nonsingular invariant form on L, xeLa

and yeL_a,

then

xy=-f(x,y)ha.
In Lemmas 1 and 2 no additional hypothesis beyond that stated is required.
The Lie algebras referred to in the following lemmas and theorems will satisfy the
requirements

of §2.

Lemma 3. IfLaLß=0, a^ß, thenf(ha, he)=0.
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so that yz=hß. Then

f(K, hß)= flwx, yz) = flw, x(yz)) = 0
since x(yz) = (xy)z+y(xz)=0.
Lemma 4. 7///s

a nonsingular invariant form on a Lie algebra L of characteristic

2 such that L2=L, then fis alternate.
Proof. Take xeL such that x=yz, for some y,zeL.
flx, x)=f(yz, yz) =
f(y, yz2)=f(yy, z2)=0. The general case now follows from/'s symmetry, since
every element of F is of the form 2 y&-

Lemma 5. The rank ofL is even.
Proof. Since / is alternate and nonsingular on each root space, including 77,
then 77 and every other root space is even dimensional.

Lemma6. IfflK, hß)= l, thenf(ha,ha+ß)=f(hß,ha+ß)= l.
Proof. f(ha, ha+ß)=f(ha, ha + hß)= l.

Lemma 7. IfLaLß=0, then Lßha=0.
Proof. Let x be an element of Lß. xha=ß(ha)x=f(ha,

hß)x = 0, since f(ha, hß) = 0

from Lemma 3.
Lemma 8. For any root a^O there is a root ß^O, andß^

—a, such that LaLß^0.

Proof. Let A=La ® span of ha. If every LaLß=0, then ALß=0, and also AH^A.
Hence A is a nonzero ideal, so A =L, but then F is of rank 1, which is impossible
by Lemma 5.
Lemma 9. Let si be a nonempty set whose elements are root spaces ofL, with the
property that ifLa e sé, andLß is such that LaLßj=0 thenLa +ß e sí. Then sí contains
all the root spaces ofL.
Proof. Let A = the direct sum of all the La e sé, let B = the span of all ha such that

La e sé, and let C=A @ B. We will show that C is an ideal. Given any root space

Lß, it must follow from the definition of sé, that ALßcC. If Lß ese then BLß=Lß
£ C, and if Lß $ sé, then BLß=0 by Lemma 7. C77ç c is clear, so that C is an ideal.
Hence C=L and sé contains every root space of F.
Definition. The bilinear form/*, on the roots is defined by/*(<*, ß)=f(ha, hß).
(f* is just the restriction to the roots of the dual off on the dual space of 77.)
At this point we can limit ourselves to working with the roots. The theory
needed here uses only a vector space setting.
Let F be a vector space over the field of integers modulo 2, with a nonsingular,
bilinear, alternate form/*. Let T be a set of nonzero vectors in F with the following
properties :

1. T spans V.
2. If a, ß e T and/*(«, ß) = 1, then a+ß e F.
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3. If a, ß, y, and S g T are distinct, no 3 linearly dependent, with/*(a, ß) =/*(<*, y)

=/*(«, S)=/*(J3,y)=f*(ß, 8)=\ thenf*(y, 8)= 1.
4. r is indecomposable under/*, that is T cannot be partitioned into 2 nonempty, orthogonal subsets.
Notice that if T is taken as the set of nonzero roots of H and V is their span over
the 2 element field, then all the above requirements are met by V, F, and /* as
defined on the roots. This follows because //* has a basis of roots, and if ß is any
other root, ß is a linear combination of this basis with coefficients from the 2
element field, since/* is nonsingular and its values on roots are 0 or 1. Lemma 9
implies condition 4, since a partitioning of the roots into 2 nonempty, orthogonal
subsets gives rise to 2 disjoint nonempty subsets s/ of root spaces.
Definition. For a e T, let Ka be the number of elements ß e V such that
f*(a,ß)=l.
Lemma 6 shows for the Lie algebra example above, Ka is even, and
this is easily seen to be generally true.
Definition. A pair ß, y nonorthogonal to et g r is a set of 2 elements ß and y e Y

such that a=ß+y

and/*(<*, ß)=f*(a, y)=l.

Lemma 10. If a, ßeF withf*(a, ß) = l and y, 8 is a pair nonorthogonal to a, then
either y or 8 (but not both) is nonorthogonal to ß.

Proof. Because y, 8 is a pair nonorthogonal to a, we have y=a + 8. lff*(ß, 8)=0,

then/*(jS, y)= 1 and if/*(j9, S)= 1 thenf*(ß, y)=0.
Theorem 1. Ka=K6for all a and 8eT.
Proof. Assume first that f*(a, 8) = 1. Let Sa be the subset of T which is nonorthogonal to a. Then Sa is a disjoint union of nonorthogonal pairs (ßx, yf),
(ß2, y2).(ßm,
ym) where ßt is chosen so that/*(S, ßt)=l. Só is similarly defined.
The mapping Sa-+S6 given by ft^-ft
and y¡->-/?¡ + S is one to one. (ßt = ßj + 8

would imply 1=/*(«, ft) =/*(«, &)+/*(«, 8) = 1 +1=0.)

So Ka^K6, and sym-

metry then implies Ka=Kd.
In the general case where /*(<*, 8) = 1 is not assumed the 4th hypothesis for T
says in effect that there are elements au a2,...,an
in T so that/*(<*;, ai + 1) = l,
and ax=a,

an = 8. The first part of the proof implies Ka=Kat

+l, hence Ka = K6.

From here on the common value of Ka will simply be referred to as K, or Kr
if more than one subset such as T is under consideration.
Definition. Pick an arbitrary element a e V. Define A £ r by

A={ßeT:f*(a,ß)=l}v{a}.

Deñne B^T by B=F-A.
Lemma 11. For K>4, B¥=0.
Proof. Let ß,ß + a, and y,y + a be distinct nonorthogonal

pairs for a, with

f*(ß, y) = i. Then ß + yeV and/*(«, jß+ y) = 0. If ß + yeA then a = ß + y which
shows the nonorthogonal pairs are not distinct.
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Lemma 12. Ify, 8eB withf*(y, 8)= 1 then y+8eB.
Proof. Because y, 8 e B we have/*(a,

= 0. If y+8$B
y-f-SeF.

y)=f*(a,

S) = 0, which implies/*(a,

y+8)

then y+8 = a, but then 1=f*(y, 8)=f*(y,y + a) = 0, so we see

Lemma 13. Each element in B is nonorthogonal to some element in A.

Proof. Since T is indecomposable at least one element of B, say y, is nonorthogonal to some element of A, say ß. Take 8 e B nonorthogonal to y. Either

f*(ß,8) = l orf*(ß,y+8)

= l. In the latter case ß+y+8 e V, and since if ß+y + 8

were in B, then ß would be in F, hence ß + y + 8 is in A and/*(8, ß + y+8)= 1.
The proof is now completed using the indecomposability of T once more. Let
C be the subset of B consisting of all elements which are orthogonal to every
element of A. The paragraph above shows that elements in C are also orthogonal
to all elements in B—C. Hence Avj (B—C) and C decompose V, which implies

that C is empty.
Lemma 14. Each element in B is nonorthogonal to exactly 4 elements of A.

Proof. Take y e F and ß e A so that/*(/3, y) = 1. a+ß is in A andf*(a+ß,

y) = 1

also. Because y $ A, it follows that ß + y e A and/*(y, ß + y)=l and/*(y, a+ß + y)
= 1. Hence y is nonorthogonal to 4 elements of A, which can easily be seen to be

distinct.
Suppose another element 8 e A was nonorthogonal to y. Then 8 + a would also
be nonorthogonal to y. Assume f*(ß, S)= l, (else f*(ß, 8 + a)=l), then we have
f*(8, ß + y) = 0. Now ß, ß + y, and 8 are nonorthogonal to a. Both ß + y and S are
nonorthogonal to ß. Also a, ß, ß+y, and S are distinct and no three are linearly
dependent. So hypothesis 3 requires that/*(S, y+/3)= 1. This contradiction implies
no 8 can exist.
Lemma 15. Given 2 distinct elements in F, there is a third element in V non-

orthogonal to both of them.
Proof. Let ß, y e T he arbitrary, ß + y. lff*(ß, y)=l then we can use ß + y as
the element nonorthogonal to both ß and y. If/*(/3, y)=0, use ß as the arbitrary a
to define A. Then yeB and Lemma 13 shows the existence of 8eA so that

f*(y, 8)= 1 and S e A impliesf*(ß, 8)= 1.
For the arbitrary, but fixed aeT let (ßlf yx), (ß2, y2)>• • •, (ßn, yn) be the F/2
pairs which are nonorthogonal to it, with the convention that /*(/31, ßt)=l,

7=2,...,

n. Note that property 3 then shows f*(ßu ßj) = l if *Vy.

Definition.

A={a,ßx,ß2,...,ßn}-

Lemma 16. A spans V.
Proof. We need only show that T is a subset of the span of A. The set A spans
all the elements in A since y¡ = a+/3¡. For 8 e B, take a ßt e A so that/*(/3¡, S)= 1,
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(the proof of Lemma 14 shows this is always possible) then ft + 8 g^4, hence 8 is

in the span of A.
Lemma 17. For 1 = /^«,

ft + <* is orthogonal to ßi,ß2,...,ßi-i

and is non-

orthogonal to ft.

Proof./*(«+ft, ft) =/*(«, ft)+/*(ft, ft)=0 if l+j and 1 if /=/
Lemma 18. ft,, ft,...,

ft is a linearly independent set.

Proof, ft and ft are linearly independent since /*(ft, ft) = 1. Assume that
ft, ft,...,
ft_! is an independent set, if ft, ft,..., ft is a linearly dependent set

then ft = 26,ft, l£/¿/-l.
contradiction,

hence ft,...,

But then 1=/*(«+ft, ft)=/*(«+ft, 2 Ayft)=0,a
ft is a linearly independent set for 1 ¿i^n.

Theorem 2. Assume a vector space V satisfying hypotheses 1 through 4 exists for

a given K. Then if K is divisibleby 4 the dimensionof V is K/2, if K is not divisible
by 4 the dimensionof V is K/2+l.
Proof. Lemma 18 shows that the dimension of Fis at least K/2 and Lemma 16
shows that it is not greater than K/2+1. Now using the fact that/* is alternate and
nonsingular we see that the dimension of V is even.
Lemma 19. On an even dimensional space V with bases xx, x2,...,xn
over afield
of characteristic 2 the bilinear form f* defined as f*(x¡, x¡) = 0 if i=j and 1 if i+j
is nonsingular.

Proof. Suppose 8 g F with/*(S, x¡)=0 for each i. Let 8 = 2 dfxx,then/*(S, xx+xf)
= di+dj, so that di =dt for each/ Hence 8 = d1Jtxi and dx=f*(8, Xj) = 0, showing
that 8 = 0.
The nonsingularity of/* on F implies a T with K=4 is impossible. If a T with
K=4 occurred then ft, ft would be a basis of V. Also/*(ft, a)=/*(ft, a) = 1 and

/*(ft+ft,ft)=/*(ft+ft,ft)
either/*

= l, showingthat for 8= a+ft+ft,/*(8,ft)=0, so

is singular, or 8 = 0 which implies ft = a+ft

Lemma 20. For~K=6,
elements.

showing that K<4.

T has exactly 10 elements. For K=S, Y has exactly 15

Proof. Assume K=6. Take a e F, let the 3 pairs nonorthogonal to a he ft, yx;
ft, y2; and ft, y3, with ft, nonorthogonal ft and ft. With this information T is
already determined. The pairs nonorthogonal to elements of A will be displayed.

«

ft

ft

ft

ft, 7i

«, Yi

«, 72

«,73

ft, y2
ft, 73

ft, S12
ft, <>i3

ft, 812
ft, 823

ft, 813
ft, 823

where Siy= ft+ft,

i# /
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Here A={a,ßx,ß2,ß3,

yx, y2, y3} and B={812, 813, 823}. The checking

that

the

conditions 1 through 4 are satisfied is straightforward and will be omitted.
For K= 8 we see in a similar manner that the pairs nonorthogbnal to the elements

of A are
«

ßi

ßz

ßa

ßi

ßi,Yi

<x,Yi

a,?2

<*,Ya

«, Y*

ß%, Yz

ßi, ^12

ßn, Ya

ß^, ^13

ßl, 8i3

ßx, Sl3

ßx, Sl4

ßi,

ßi,

^23

ßi, Yi

ßi, <*i4

ßi, S24

ßz, ¿>24

ßi, 834

ßa, S34

S23

A ={«i, /3i, /32, /33, ßi, yx, y2, y3, y4} and B={812, 813, 814, 823, 824, S34} so that T has

15 elements.
Lemma 21. Let W be the subspace of V spanned by B. Then in W, B satisfies the
same hypotheses as F did in V.

Proof. The hypotheses will be taken in order.
1. B spans IF is given.
2. If 7], veB

with f*(r¡, v)=l,

then we have already seen by Lemma 12 that

■n+ ve B.

3. If y, 8, 7), and v are distinct in F, no 3 linearly dependent, with f*(y, 8)

=f*(y, v)=f*(y, v)=/*(8, •>?)=/*(S,v)= 1 then f*(r¡, v)= l since this held already
inT.
4. B is indecomposable. To show this it is sufficient to show that for any 2
elements in F either they are nonorthogonal or there is a third element in B nonorthogonal to both of them. Let r¡, v be 2 elements in F. Lemma 15 gives us a
8 e F nonorthogonal to r¡ and v. If ô e B we are done, if 8 e A we will show
f*(v> V)=L The elements a, 8, 8 + r¡, and 8 + v satisfy hypothesis 3 in F. From this
we conclude f*(8+r¡,

Lemma 22. 7/F^

S + v) = 1 which implies/*(->?, v)=l.

10,/* is nonsingular on W.

Proof. By Lemma 14, KB= K—42:6. Using the notation 8ij=ßi+ßj for i+j, we
see that the set {8j2, 813,..., 8in} forms a spanning set Aa in B. f*(8xi, 8^) =
f*(ßx+ßi,ßx+ß,)
= l, hence by Lemma 19/* is nonsingular on W.

Theorem 3. F has exactly (K2 + 6F+ 8)/8 elements.
Proof. We will use induction on K, where F is a positive even integer. The cases
F=6 and F=8 are done in Lemma 20. Now assume F^ 10, and that the theorem
is true for smaller values of K. By Lemmas 21 and 22, F satisfies the hypotheses 1

through 4 in W, hence F has
(F-4)2 + 6(F-4) + 8
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elements. Since A has K+1 elements, then T has

_, , , (K-4)2 + 6(K-4) + 8

K+1+-g-—

7v2+ 6/C+8

=-g-

elements.
Theorem 4. FAe structure of F relative to f* is completely determined by K.
I.e. let Fj, r¡ and f*, for i= 1, 2 be respectively a vector space over the two element
field, a subset of V¡, and a nonsingular, alternate, bilinear form. Let both of these
systems satisfy the hypotheses 1 through 4. Let Fx and F2 have the same K value.
Then there exists an isomorphism d> of Vx onto V2 such that Fx is mapped onto F2

and ifr,, v e V1thenfî^,

v)=ff(fb(v), *(»).

Proof. Define A, as was done earlier, denoting A¡ by {<*',ft\,..., ft}. Define
Q>: Aj -^- A2 by <b(a1)= a2 and 0(ft)=ft?. Extend <1>
linearly to an isomorphism of
Vx onto F2. (Note in the cases where Ax and A2 are not bases that ai=ß\+ßi2 + • • •
+ft\ so that it is always possible to extend 3> linearly.) For r¡, v e Ax we have

fi(v, v)=f*((f>(v), ®(v))-The linearity of O and the bilinearity off? and/2* imply
this same equality for r¡, v e Vx.

The definition of <1>shows that 0(8i1i)= 82/ where 8ij=ßi+ßj. Hence <I>carries
ABl( = {8î2, 8\3,..., Skonto A„2. Using induction on k, the extension T: W1->W2
of O restricted to ABj has the property that Bx is carried onto B2. That Ax is carried
onto A2 is seen by inspection, hence í> carries Fx onto F2.
At this point we can summarize the relation between F, /*, and K with the
following notation which will be useful later.
A = {a, ft, . . .,ßn,Yl,

■■-, 7n},

B = {812, S13, . . ., 8n_ln}

where n=K/2, y¡ = a+ft and 8ij=ßi+ßj=yi+yJ.

/*(«,ft)= /*(«,7i)=l,

/*(«,Sy) = 0

/*(ft,ft)

f*(ßt,yJ)=

/*(ft,K) = /

1 ifirtj,

r*,
T

P(K, Kd

î ^

(7i, àik) =

(0
i+j
,

J I=J
f° i,7, &all distinct
i ,
.
..,
.
,
1^1 / = either/ or k

/ = either k or I and j = neither k nor /; or
j = either k or I and / = neither k nor /;

10 all other conditions.
Lemma 23. Ifr¡ e F then the annihilator ofr¡ under f* has a basis of vectors from F.
Proof. Let a he this given r¡. W is contained in the annihilator of a and has
spanning set 812, 813,..., 8ln; a is also contained in the annihilator of a. Hence the
subspace spanned by a, 812,..., 8ln is contained in the annihilator of a, however
this subspace has dimension 1 less than the dimension of V, hence it is the

annihilator of a.
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At this point we return to the Lie algebra context. F is the set of roots of the
Cartan subalgebra 77. If K/2 is even, 77 has dimension F/2; otherwise 77 has
dimension F/2+ 1.
Theorem

5. If a e La, then a2 is a scalar multiple ofha.

Proof. Take hß such thatf*(a,ß)=0,

hß=xy; xyeLß. Then

fla2, hß) = fla2, xy) = flax, ay) = 0
because ax=0 since /(«„, hß) = 0 implies LaLß = 0. We also see that a2 e 77 since
a2 is in the normalizer of 77, because ha2 = a(h)aa=0. a2 is orthogonal to every hß
which is orthogonal to ha. Lemma 23 then implies that a2 is a scalar multiple of ha.
The next series of lemmas will lead to the theorem showing that each root space
has dimension 2, 4, or 8. For notational convenience let A, B, and C be root spaces

ofFsothatO^/LSçC.
Lemma 24. A, B, and C all have the same dimension and AB=C.

Proof. Take ce C so that c2=hy, where C=Ly. Note that such a c can be found,
for if c2=0 for each ceC then for c, de C we have x(c+d)2 = (x(c+d))(c + d)
= xc2 + (xc)d+(xd)c + xd2 so that (xc)d+(xd)c=0.
Then by the Jacobi identity
we have x(cd)=0, hence CC=0 contradicting the nonsingularity off on C. hy
acts as the identity on A and F so we have
Rc

Rc

A —> Ac —> (Ac)c = Ac2 = A.
Since Ac^B we see that dim Fädim A, and reversing the roles of A and yields
equality. Permuting A, B, and C shows that all dimensions are equal and that

AB=C.
Lemma 25. All root spaces have the same dimension.

Proof. Apply Lemma 9.
The following four lemmas follow Kaplansky's work in [6] very closely. We will
continue to use the notation of Lemma 24 for root spaces A, B, and C. As shown
before, if X is a root space then XX is the span of «„ where X=Ln. We will now
index that « by the lower case letter corresponding

to X, i.e. ArAr=span of hx.

For each root space X, define the map g: X-^ F (the field) by y2=g(y)hx

for

yeX.
Lemma 26. g is a quadratic form on each root space.
Proof. g(Xy)hx = (Xy)2= X2y2= X2g(y)hx hence g(Xy) = X2g(y). For y, z e X we

have
f(y,z)hx

= yz = (y + zf+y2 + z2 = (g(y + z)+g(y)+g(z))hx.

Hence g(y+z) + g(y)+g(z)

started with.

is a bilinear form, in fact it is the bilinear / that we
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Lemma 27. 7/x is in one of the root spaces A, B, or C; and y is in a different one;
then g(xy)=g(x)g(y).

Proof. Assume xe A and y e B.
g(xy)x = g(xy)hcx = x(xyf

= (x(xy))(xy)

= g(x)xy2 = g(x)g(y)hbx

= (g(x)hay)(xy)

= g(x)g(y)x.

A similar proof for F, C or A, C can be constructed.
Since / is nonsingular on each root space we can take be B and ce C so that
g(b) = 1 =g(c). In A we define a new product * by
ax * a2 = (axb)(a2c).

Lemma 28. A has a 2-sided identity relative to ^multiplication.

Proof. Let a = bc, and xe A.
x * a = (xb)(ac) = (xb)(bc2) = (xb)b = xb2 = x.
a * x = (ab)(xc) = (cb2)(xc) = c(xc) = xc2 = x.
Theorem 6. 7« F all root spaces have the same dimension, which is 2, 4, or 8.
Proof. On A with ^multiplication,

the quadratic form, g, admits composition.

g(ax * a2) = g((axb)(a2c)) = g(axb)g(a2c)
= g(ax)g(b)g(a2)g(c)
= g(ax)g(a2)-

Hence the results of [5] apply. Therefore A has dimension 1, 2, 4, or 8; but 1 is

impossible.
Theorem 7. Let L and L be 2 Lie algebras of characteristic 2 meeting our general
hypotheses. Let each of them have the same K value and the same root space dimension. Then L is isomorphic to L.

Proof. We will construct an isomorphism 6:L^L.
Decompose L and L into
Cartan subalgebras and root spaces. Since F determines the dimension of the
Cartan subalgebras and the number of root spaces, it follows that F and F have the
same dimension. The roots of F, F are denoted as before
{a, ßx, . . .,ßn,Yx,-

■ -,Yn, ¿>12,• • -, 8n_ln}

and the corresponding root spaces of F, A, F1;.. ,,Bn,Cx,...,

C„, F»12,..., Fn_1-n.

Use the same notation with a bar to denote the roots and root spaces of F.
From the theory of quadratic forms admitting composition there is a map
O : A -> A which preserves ^multiplication and the quadratic form. Let ae Abe
such that g(a)= 1 and let ä= 0(a), so that g(a)= 1. Choose bt e F¡ so that g(bt) = l,
define Ci=abi, and dij = bibj, for /#/ Because of Lemma 27, g(ci)=g(dii) = l.
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These elements are the »-multiplication identities in the various root spaces in
which they lie. We also have the relations ac^bt; ad^^O; ¿>¡c;= 0, i+j; b^di^bj,
ir^j; CiC^dj,, ij=j; cidij = c¡, i^j; dXjdik
= djk, i + k; and dijdkl= 0 if all the indices
are distinct. In a similar manner pick the »-multiplication identities in the root

spaces of L.
The question, to which »-multiplication do we refer to, can be raised here. The
fact is that it makes no difference once the bh c¡, and <7/s have been chosen. For
example, if we use bx and cx to define ^-multiplication in A, or A2and c2 to define
»^multiplication on A we will have x *i 7 = x *2 y for all x, y e A. However, in
this proof we need only assume that »-multiplication on A is defined by bx and cx

and similarly for A.
Construct 0 as follows

0(x) = <D(x),
0(x) = cfi^x),
0(x) = b^biX),

d(x) = bj0(b,x),

xeA
xeBi
x g C¡
x 6 Aí, i < j-

Let h0 = a2 and A¡=A?, then A0,A1;..., Anspan H; and repeat this with bars in H.
Define

m) = K
0: L —>L is the linear extension of 0 as defined above. We wish to show that 0 is
an isomorphism. 0 preserves addition by definition. The verification that 0 preserves
multiplication will be broken into several cases,
(i) x,yeA.

0(xy) - 0(f(x,y)ho) =/(0(x), 4>(y))'h0= <J>(x)<P(j)
= 0(x)6(y).
(ii) x in any root space, L„.

0(xht)= 0(f(hi,hf)x) =f(hi, hn)0(x)= k0(x) = 6(x)0(hi).
(iii) x,yeB¡.

Kxy)= 0(f(x,y)hd=f(x,y)0(hi)= f(xcf,y)0(hd
= f(xCi,jcOAi= m(xcd, Hycd)hi
= /((D(xci)cf,Hycük =/(0(xCi)Ci, Hycdcdk
= f(0(x),0(y))hi=0(x)0(y).
A parallel argument shows 0(xy) = 0(x)0(y) for x, y e C¡.
(iv) xeBt, ye C¡.

0(xy) = (D(xv) = <f>(yx)= $((yb2)(xc?)) = 0>((ybt)* (xc,))

= <b(ybd
* Hxcd = (Hybdbdmxcdcd
= 0(y)0(x) = 0(x)0(y).
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(v) xeA,yeBi.

6(xy)= WxyybdB,
= [<b((xbdy)
+ *(*(ybt))%
-[e((xbi)y)+e(x(ybi))]bi

= [e(xbi)e(y)
+ e(x)6(ybi)]bi
= [(e(x)Ei)e(y)+e(x)(e(y)bi)]bi
= (0(x)5?)0(y)+ (6(x)bi)(9(y)bi)+ (e(x)bi)(e(y)bi)+ B(x)(d(y)b2)
= d(x)0(y).

Note 6(bi)= Whcfà = 6(a)ct= äct= b\, and 6(xb,)= B(xb2)bi
= 6(x)biforxeA.
(vi) x,yeBt.

f(x, y) = flxcf, y) = flxct, yct) = f(<b(xct),9(ycd)
= f(<t>(xCl)cf,
<b(yct))=f(6(x), 6(y)).
(vii) x, y e Ar

6(xy)= 6(flx,y)(hi+ h1))=f(x,y)6(hi+ hi) = flxbj, yXk+ hJ
= f(xbj,ybj)(hi+ hj) =f(6(xbi), e(ybJ))(fii
+ hJ)
= d(x)6(y).

(viii) x e Bt, y e B,.

6(xy)= mxyybtf, = (0(((xy)/3y)Ci)Ci)/5,
= («»(((xjOW^

= mfyceàyjbMlB,
= MlxcdyWiï&t
= (((e(xcl)e(y))bl)ci)bj = (((6(x)cl)d(y))B2)ci

= ((^c^OO)«

= (0(x)ci2)Ô(>')
= 0(*)*OO-

x e C¡, y e C¡ is similar,
(ix) xeBi,yeC„
i+j.
6(Xy) = 0 = B(x)0(y).
x e Di¡, y e Dkl all indices distinct, x e F¡, y e Djk, or x e Ct, y e Djk with all indices
distinct also have 0 as their product,
(x) x e DXj,x = zbt, z e Bj.

d(xbd= eazbdbù= 0(zbf)= e(z)k = 6(z)Bf= (e(z)d(bi))Bi
= 6(zbi)bi= 6(x)bi.
6(xbj) = 6(x)bj, 9(xc¡) = d(x)Ci, and 0(xcj) = 9(x)c, are all similar,

(xi) xeD^yeDiuJ+k.
6(xy) = 6((xy)bk)bk= (0(((x/A)Cj.)c,)/5k= (0((xc,)(A))cy)/5fc

= (((e(x)c,)(e(y)Bk))c,)bk
= (0(x)cW(y)bl) = 6(x)e(yy
(xii) xeBhye

Dtj.

6(xy) = B((xy)ctâ = 0(x(yc]))cj = (9(x)(6(y)ci))cj
= d(x)(6(y)c2) = e(x)6(y).
x e C¡, ye Da is similar.
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Hence 0 preserves products. That 0 is 1-1 and onto follows directly from the fact
that O is. It must also be verified that 0 preserves the bilinear form. However, since
distinct root spaces are orthogonal under/in L, and under/in L, this verification
is trivial. This concludes the proof of the theorem.
We can now see that for each K there are at most 3 nonisomorphic Lie algebras,
one with 2-dimensional root spaces, one with 4-dimensional root spaces, and one
with 8-dimensional root spaces. The next line of attack will be to show that
8-dimensional root spaces occur only for K=2. For K=4 we have already seen
that there is no Lie algebra.
Definition. For L with K>4 given, we define an algebra L* as follows.
1. Take root spaces A, Bu B2, Cx, C2, and D12 using the notation of Theorem 7.

2. Take the subspace H of H spanned by A0,hx, and A2.
Let L=H@A®B1®C1®B2®C2®
D12. The center C of I is spanned
by A0+A!+A2. L*=L/C, and H*=H/C is the Cartan subalgebra for L*.
We will show that L* is simple and restricted, and hence, using [5] again, will
arrive at the conclusion that L* has root spaces of dimension 2, 4, or 8.

Lemma 29. L* is restricted.
Proof. We establish this result in 2 steps. First L is restricted, which is seen by
noting that for each xe A, x2 = a scalar multiple of A0, and A2= A0, and similarly
for the other root spaces. Then since L is restricted we will have L* restricted
because we have factored out only the center.
We wish to find the root spaces of L*. Because A0,A1;and A2do not distinguish
the pairs of root spaces A, D12; Bu C2; and B2, Cx the root spaces in L* will be

A* = (A ® D12)tt,

B* = (Bi ® C2)tt, and

C* = (B2 ® C>

where tt denotes the coset map from L onto L*.

Lemma 30. L* is simple.
Proof. L*L*t^O. Let I* be a proper ideal inF*, and let /=(/*)77_1. /is a proper
ideal in L, we will show that /sthe center of L. Let tel, t=a+b + c+h with
ae(A*)-n--1, be(B*)TT-\ ce(C*)tT-\
and heH. Assume a#0, then (thf)h2 = a.
By picking ax g (A*)™'1 such that aax = h0 or aa1=A1+A2 we see that (B*)^'1 or
(C*)-n-_1is in /, hence hx or A2 is also in /, and then I=L will follow. So instead
assume /£//, but then if there is an he I, h^C, one of (A*)™'1, (B*)™'1, or

(C*)7T_1will again be in / and /=£ will follow. Therefore /çC,

and /*=0.

Theorem 8. For K>4 no Lie algebra exists with 8-dimensional root spaces.

Proof. Assume F is a Lie algebra with K>4 and root spaces of dimension 8.
Then L* formed from this L has root spaces with dimension 16, which contradicts
Theorem 6. Hence no such L exists.
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At this point we have the following information. For K=2 three nonisomorphic
Lie algebras can exist, for K=4 there are none, and for K>4, and even, two Lie
algebras are possible. § 4 will exhibit an algebra of each of these types.

4. Representations of the algebras. In this section it will be shown that the
characteristic 2 analogues of Am and Cm are the desired algebras.
Am for characteristic

2,

m ^ 3.

Let £ be the Lie algebra of all (m+ 1) x (m + l) matrices, £' is all matrices of £
which have trace 0, and C is all scalar matrices contained in £'. Then Am= 2'/C.
It is known that Am is simple, a Cartan subalgebra is the diagonal matrices, and
eff, e,¡ for iftj span a root space when m > 3 (see [2], [3]). For m > 3, the K for this
algebra is 2m —2.
For m = 3 we get an L* type algebra with root spaces spanned by
«12, «21, «34, «43,

«i3, «31, e2i, ei2;

and

«i4, «4i, «23,«32; where each eu is taken as the representative of the coset
which contains it.
It is well known that Am is simple. See [3].
For a, b e Am define/(a, b) = trace (ab) where a = ä+C
is a trace form it is invariant.

and b = b + C. Since/

Lemma 31. fis nonsingular on Am.

Proof. Since Am is simple/is
either nonsingular or identically 0; hence it is
nonsingular.
Let Ltj denote the root space containing eu and eñ.
Lemma 32. If distinct root spaces Ltj and Lkl multiply nontrivially, then f(hi}, hkl)
= 1, where Aty= efi + ejt and hkl = ekk + en.

Proof. In order for L^L^O

there must be a common index, so assume k=j.

f(hu, hji) = f([eu, efi],hn) = f(eiJ, [eyi,hn]) = f(etj, e„) = 1.
Lemma 33. Let root space A multiply nontrivially root spaces B, C, and D; and
B multiply nontrivially C and D; and no one equal the product of 2 others. Then

CD^O.
Proof. Let A=L{j and B=Lik. Then C and D must be of the form Lu and Lim;
hence CD^O. Note neither C nor D can be of the form Ljk since Lik=LijLKk.
Lemma 34. Let H be another abelian, diagonal Cartan subalgebra of Am. Then
dimension H=dimension H ; moreover H and H are conjugate under an automorphism

ofAm.
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Proof. By a change of basis the matrices mapping into H can be simultaneously
put in diagonal form. This change of basis sends Am onto Am, since trace 0 is
preserved and the identity goes into the identity. Hence H is contained in the image
of all diagonal matrices of Amafter the automorphism. Therefore 77 is the image of
all diagonal matrices of Am.
This lemma will be used to show later that the algebras of the Am series are
nonisomorphic, with the exception of rank 2, to the algebras in the Cm series. The
following theorem summarizes our results for Am.
Theorem 9. For rank r, r = 4 and even, Ar + 1 and Ar are nonisomorphic Lie
algebras satisfying our general hypotheses and having root spaces of dimension 2.
For r=2, A2 and A3 also satisfy our general hypotheses and have root spaces of
dimension 2 and 4 respectively.
Cmfor characteristic 2,

m ^ 6.

This Lie algebra can be realized in the following way. Let M be an «i-dimensional
vector space over an algebraically closed field F of characteristic 2. Let g be a
nondegenerate alternate bilinear form on M. This g is easily seen to be symmetric
(0=g(x+y,x+y)=g(x,x)+g(x,y)+g(y,x)+g(y,y)=g(x,y)+g(y,x))
and M
must have even dimension.
Cm is defined as follows. Let £ be all linear transformations T on M such that
g(xT,y)=g(x,yT).
Let Z=center of [[££]£], then Cm= [[££]£]/Z. Let l=m/2.
Pick a basis ult..., u,, vlt..., vt for M such that g(u¡, uj)=0=g(vi, v}) and g(ux, v,)
= 0 if i^j and = 1 if /=/'. Relative to this basis in the order shown £ is represented

by matrices

(c :)
where each of A, B, and C is Ixl and B and C are symmetric. [££] is represented

by these matrices with the additional property that all the diagonal entries of B
and Care zero. Abstractly [££] is all linear transformations Fsuch that g(xT, x) = 0.
[[££]£] is represented by the matrices in [££] which have the additional property
that trace ,4=0. Finally the center of [[££]£] consists only of the scalar multiples

of the identity which are in [[££]£].
Lemma 35. Cm is restricted.

Proof. The restricted product in Cm is to be the one it inherits from [[££]£].
Notice A2= (A+I)2 modulo /, in the field. So the question to answer is whether

[[££]£] is restricted. If Fg £, g(xT2, x)=g(xT, xT)=0 for all x, so F2 g [££]. If
í/g[££] then, for

He*}
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we get

tr(FC)= 2 Vj¡ = 2 V*+2 V;i
= 2 V/i+2 h»c»=°
using the symmetry of F and C and the fact that the diagonals are 0. If U e [[££]£]
then trace ,4 = 0 = (trace A)2 = trace ^42. Hence trace (A2 + BC)=0,
therefore
U2 e [[££]£], and Cm is restricted.
As in Am the images of diagonal matrices in Cm form an abelian, diagonal Cartan
subalgebra. The verification of this is straightforward.
Lemma 36. For «2/8 the root spaces of Cm are 4-dimensional.
eu~l~ei+],i +i,

eji~^~ei+i.i+j,

ei,i +j~l~ej.i+i,

and

modulo the center span the root spaces for i,j= 1,2,...,/,

^i +ij + ^i+j.i
which we will denote Lu.

Proof. Direct computation verifies that the image of each diagonal matrix in
Cm acts as the same scalar on the 4 spanning elements of LKj.(eij + el+ulJri)+Z and

(eik+ ek+l-i+i)+Z, i,j, k all different can be distinguished by
(eii + ekk + el+i¡l + i + el + kJ + k)+Z.

(e^ + ei+jj+^+Z and (est+ et+u+s)+Z, i,j, s, t all distinct, can be distinguished by
(eu + eUu+ £i+i.i+i + £i+-u.i+u)+Z, u different from i,j, s, and /. The other cases are

similar to this.
It is critical that «2^8, otherwise when 5 distinct indices are needed they do not
exist. For C8 we get an F* algebra with 8-dimensional root spaces. The lemmas
preceding Theorem 8 show how the usual 4-dimensional root spaces are combined
to get 8-dimensional ones. For the simplicity of Cm, see [3], [7].
The form/on
Cm will be defined in the following way. It will be nonsingular on
the Cartan subalgebra and on each root space. When one variable is in one root
space and the other variable is in a different root space or in the Cartan subalgebra,
the value of the form will be zero; hence the form will be nonsingular on Cm.

For «2^8 on L(} define/as

follows:

fleij + el +j,i +i, en + el +Kl+j) = 1
j(ei.l+j~^ej.l+i,

eI + i,j~l~el+j.i) = I-

The form is symmetric, its value on other pairs of basis elements is zero. Let r be

the dimension of 77. Define
k = (en + eu + el+u +i + e2l.2l)+Z,

On this basis of 77 we define our form as

flhi,hJ) = 0 if i=j
= 1 if 1 ¿ j.

i = 1, 2,..

.,r.
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The invariance of this form can be shown by direct and tedious computation. For
root spaces La and Le which multiply nontrivially

the proof that f(ha, h0)=l

is the

same as Lemma 32.
The final hypothesis that Cm must satisfy to be included in the algebras the
structure theorem permits, is that given root spaces A, B, C, and D, with AB, AC,
AD, BC, and BD all nonzero and no one root space the product of 2 others, then
C7)#0. This is done in the same way as done for Am in Lemma 33.
For rank 2 we have C6 and C8, with C6 isomorphic to A3. The algebras A2, A3,
and C8 are nonisomorphic since they have different dimensions. For rank r>2 we
have C2r+2 and C2r+4 of dimensions 2r2 + 3r, and 2r2 + 7r+4 respectively. Also
for rank r>2 we have Ar and Ar + 1 of dimensions r2 + 2r and r2 + 4r + 2. The only
possible equality between these dimensions is r2+4r+2 = 2r2 + 3r which has the
solution r=2. Hence for r>2 no isomorphisms occur between Cm's and ,4m's of
different rank, so as stated for each rank > 2, there are 4 nonisomorphic Lie

algebras.
Theorem 10. For rank 2, C6 and C8 are nonisomorphic Lie algebras with root
space dimensions 4 and 8 respectively. For rank r > 2 but even, C2r +2 and C2r +4 are
nonisomorphic Lie algebras with root space dimension 4. With the exception of
A3xC6, there are no isomorphisms between any of these algebras in the Am series
and the Cm series.
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